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Leading Transparently Through
Open Communication

In my nearly 40 years in leadership positions, I have come across
many different leadership philosophies. I have always made a point of
fostering a work environment that is both engaging and challenging—
one in which ALL employees can prosper. A key component in that ef-
fort is a belief that effective leadership must embrace transparent
leadership. As the leader of two Toshiba-affiliated companies—Toshiba
America Business Solutions (TABS) here in Irvine and Toshiba Global
Commerce Solutions (TGCS), a global company based in Durham,
N.C.—coast-to-coast travel has put this philosophy to the test.

This style of leadership is very personal to me, as I believe it is fun-
damental to creating a collaborative and rewarding experience for
EVERY employee. My executive teams have taken my philosophy to
heart in managing our 6,000 global em-
ployees. It is important to peer at it
through my CEO lens to encourage em-
ployees to ‘pull in the same direction.’ It
is critical to ‘walk the talk’ and lead
through consistent, open and candid
communication with every person in
both companies.

Our team members deserve to know
the state of our company just as much as
I and my executive leadership team do. This means they must have a
complete understanding of the business—from the goals and strategies
in place to meet our objectives to the challenges standing before us. Of
course there is always a need for balance. There are always elements
of the business that, for several reasons, can’t or shouldn’t be universally
shared. As a basic premise, it’s also critical for our staff to have confi-
dence that the people entrusted in leadership roles have the skills and
ability to perform their duties. Using a transparent communication prac-
tice can reinforce that confidence.

Building a transparent environment can be challenging and needs to
occur bidirectionally, from the top down and be reinforced from the
bottom up. On the surface, transparent equates with self-evident and
clarity, but it goes much deeper than that. Establishing a transparent
culture takes time. Consistency is key. It reinforces open, direct and
mutually respectful communication, which in turn generates trust, in-
creases collaboration, and develops stronger teams with higher produc-
tivity.

Because the essence of transparent leadership is to be predictable, re-
ceptive and open, I ensure our workforce is informed on the state of the
industry and our business and employee performance. Every six months
we hold town hall meetings at both TABS and TGCS. We provide up-
dates on the status of the business. We close our meetings by opening
up the floor to staff and encourage them to make comments or ask ques-

tions pertaining to our business goals and performance—no subject is
off-limits. Though our meetings are formal in structure, we strive to
add a level of interactive informality. Our goal is to establish commu-
nication “free zones,” reinforcing this bidirectional communication
practice.

Face-to-face communication is another key element of leading trans-
parently. In today’s digital world, we all know that electronic channels
are faster and easier for one-to-many communications—and the mil-
lennial segment of our population unequivocally prefers them. But you
often lose the ability to completely capture the purpose, intent or senti-
ment in the communication. I have found meeting face-to-face is es-
sential for real open, honest and candid dialogue.

Transparent leadership also means
personally opening up, which requires
letting down the protective walls and of-
fering insight into our personality, inter-
ests and core beliefs as leaders. The
benefit in doing so is that it helps to hu-
manize us. Even injecting an occasional
and appropriate level of humor can be
beneficial. Laughter is a very basic form
of bonding and fosters connectivity. It’s

also essential not to always take ourselves too seriously!
Another one of my core tenets is ensuring that our staff is taken care

of to the greatest extent our business allows.
The human element is the most important asset of any business. Peo-

ple are integral to every aspect of the business process. Mentoring and
investing in staff to provide them with opportunities to increase personal
satisfaction and meet their career goals reinforces a foundation of trust
and fosters greater transparency. I absolutely believe in an open-door
policy and expect my management teams to, as well.

Before embracing this style of leadership, today’s leaders must keep
in mind that there is an element of risk.

Though rare, legal and cultural issues may prevent some matters from
being addressed directly or in an open forum. As such, these factors
should always be considered.

I firmly believe the benefits of leading transparently far outweigh any
risks. You’re striving to establish a culture in which people feel safe and
enjoy working together for a common goal. Throughout my career, I’ve
found transparent leadership creates far more engaged, collaborative
and productive employees, which leads to positive business results.

Editor’s Note: Toshiba America Business Solutions was founded in
1999 and is headquartered in Irvine; 2,564 total employees, 284 here.
Scott Maccabe become president and CEO in July 2013.
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“... meeting face-to-face
is essential for real
open, honest and
candid dialogue.”
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